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Abstract- A neural network control method - adaptive B- 
spline neural network for three-phase AC-DC voltage source 
converters that realizes a sinusoidal ac input current and unity 
power factor is discussed in this paper. Comparing to the other 
PWM techniques, the main advantage of the neural network is 
that  i t  has excellent merit for nonlinear control and is adaptive 
enough to  fit the environment change. Since the training for the 
network is on-line in this paper, it  is more robust to external 
disturbances. B-spline neural network is used because it is 
characterized by a local weight updating scheme with the 
advantages of fast convergence speed and low computation 
complexity. This is fairly important for real-time control 
application. The stability of the network control strategy can be 
shown using Lyapunov law. Simulation results are  presented to 
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been a tendency to operate the 
AC-DC converters with the P W M  switching pattern that 
improve the input and output performance of the converter. 
Compared with the widely used phase-controlled converter, 
PWM converter can deliver the near-sinusoidal input current 
at unity power factor [l]. The performance of the converter 
system largely depends on the quality of the applied control 
method. Various control methods have been proposed for 
voltage-source converter. The main objectives in the control 
of the PWh4 AC-DC converters are to achieve a high power 
factor and minimum harmonic distortion of the input current. 
For some high-performance applications, such as airplane, 
high precise controller is necessary for the converters. The 
nonlinear controller is more suitable than the linear controller 
since the converter is truly a nonlinear system. The ability of 
neural networks to approximate various complex nonlinear 
functions relating input-output data from a nonlinear system 
has attracted many researchers [2] [3]. This paper explores 
the utilization of B-spline neural network in P W M  AC-DC 
converters. Same as other neural networks, B-spline neural 
network can also approximate continuous functions at any 
arbitrary accuracy as long as the network is large enough [4]. 
Unlike the global weight updating scheme used in 
backpropagation-based neural networks, B-spline neural 
network is characterized by a local weight updating scheme 
with the advantages of fast convergence speed and low 

computation complexity. These characters make it more 
suitable for the on-line and adaptive situations. 

In this paper a B-spline neural network is used to design the 
control strategy for a three-phase PWh4 AC-DC Voltage 
Source Converter. The on-line learning algorithm is proposed 
for the network and the stability of the entire control scheme 
is shown using Lyapunov Law. Computer simulations have 
proved that the system with the proposed control strategy not 
only guarantees the good stability, but also provides good 
transient response, and unity power factor. 

11. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The main circuit of the PWM AC-DC voltage source 
converter that is discussed in this paper is as in Fig. 1. The 
source voltage is assumed to a balanced, sinusoidal three- 
phase voltage supply with li-equency w as follows: 

e, = E, cos( ~ t )  

eh = E, cos( ut - -) 

e ,  = E ,  cos( ut + -) 

21c 
3 

2n  
3 

0 

F i g 1  Schematic of three-phase ac-dc voltage source rectify 
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where eu,eb and e, are three phase voltage, E,,, and o are 
the amplitude of the phase voltage and angular fiequency of 
the power source, respectively. The voltage equation of Fig. 1 
is 

- d ,  - -  
e = Li -a*+ RL i,+v, 

dt 

Transform the above three-phase variables into d-q 
coordinate system which rotates at the source angular 
fiequency o for the convenient of modeling and control 
design. 

Transformation matrix is given as T: 

2n 2A 

2n 
3 

cos( cos( Ot - -) 3 cos( at + ?) 
- sin( u t )  - sin( u t  - -1 - sin( cot + 

L 

(3) 

Suppose 

where s, ,sb and scare the bipolar switching functions 
describing as the following. 

1 Gj closed 
s j  = {  j=a,b,c 

- 1  Gj closed 

After the above transform, we can obtain d-q equations for 
the converter as following: 

(4) 
db 1 L, -=a&& -RLi, --v,s, +E,  
dt 2 

(5)  di 1 
dt 

Li 2 = -oL,i,, - RLiq - - 2 vas, 

*o - 3 C, - - -(s,i, + sqiq)-& 
dt 4 Ro 

where &, is the load resistance and i, =3 is the load 

current. Note for simplicity to illustrate, we do not consider 
inductor resistance or capacitor resistance here. However it is 
not difficult to expand the result to those conditions. More 
details about this transformation can refer to [ 5 ] .  From 
equation (4) to (6) we can know that the system is nonlinear 
since s, and sq are control variables. 

RO 

In order to obtain the unity power factor, it is required that 
i, to be zero (in steady state) and i ,  corresponds to the 
magnitude of the input line current 1, which is given as 
following equation [5] .  

(7) 

And it has also assumed that steady output voltage is 
controlled to be the fixed voltage V, . 

The space-vector PWM method (SVPWM) is used to 
determine the switching functions, and the switching function 
space vector is defined as: 

(8) 
2 
3 

s = -(S, + us, + UZS,) 

where U = eJ('<) and is known as Park's vector. Since the 
switching functions are bipolar, equation (8) can be written in 
the generalized form for all rectifier switching states as 
follows: 

In Fig.2 these eight vectors are shown. This vector method 
is often used in PWM converter control. 

t *ma=inary 

s, Real 
S7=S8=0 

- ,TS6 
Fig2 Rectifier switching function space vectors 
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Sa 

S b  

s c  

According to [5 ] ,  T,and T,,,, can be determined in the On the basis of the Lyapunov stability theory, define a 
following. positive scalar function candidate as 

. . w=[w* w2 * - -  wJ o=[q 0, -.- onr 
I . equation (1) can be simply expressed as 

I (1 1) f ( x )  = W%(x) . 
In the converter, two B-spline networks are used. They can be . described as following: 

T0/2 ; T n  Tn.1 To12 

3 3 1 1 
2 2 2 2 

V ( x )  = --L,x; + --L,x; + c,,x; +-w,'w, + -w:w* 

(14) 

where XI, x2 and % are described as 

Because of equation (12) and (13), equation (15) change to be 

Q(x)==-<vA -1,,,X3)qq --V&@oz -3&(x: +&+vq+@% 
111. CONTROL STRATEGY 

3 3 
2 2 In this section we develop a control strategy based on 

adaptive on-line B-spline network. We use two-dimensional 
multivariate basis functions formed fiom two, order 2, 
univariate basis functions in the control. Univariate basis 
function of order 2 is shown in Fig. 4. The objectives of this 
control strategy are to drive the dc-output voltage v, to the 
reference voltage V , ,  and also provide unity power factor 

(16) 
Now if we choose the learning algorithm for the weights of 

the networks as the following two equations 

3 
(17) with near sinusoidal input line current. For the B-spline ?i* = ,(V,x, - I , x 3 ) o ,  
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then the equation (16) change to be 

d ( x )  = - 3 R , ( 4  + x:, (19) 

It is obvious that equation (19) will always be no more than 
zero. From equation (19) and Lyapounov Law we can know 
that the system is stable as long as W, and W, are selected 
using the condition as shown in equations (17) and (18). 
Following fiom equations (17) and (18) we can get learning 
algorithm for the networks 

where tl, tz are learning steps for the two neural networks 
respectively. 

Note in the above neural network control strategy, an 
interesting character for it is that not all the weights are 
necessary to be updated in every training cycle because of the 
local weight updating scheme for B-spline neural network. In 
fact every time only the weight of B-spline functions that is 
activated need to be updated. This makes the network to be 
fast convergence speed and lower computation complexity. 
Therefore B-spline neural network is more suitable for real 
time applications. 

piecewise linear 

1 

c.l 
b z 
0 

0 1 2 3 4 5  
knots 

Fig4 Univariate B-spline basis hc t ion  of order 2 

JS'. SIMULATION RESULTS 

The computer simulation of the system is based on a 
program written with.C language. The system has been 
simulated for large disturbances to confirm the effectiveness 
of the proposed control method. The parameters of the 
converter are chosen as E ,  = l o o  V, V,  = 300 V, 

w = lOOn rads, CO = 940pF , L, = 10 mH. Nine second- 
order B-spline functions are chosen for the networks and 
learning step for them is 0.0 1 . In the figure 5, the simulated 
converter with 0.5A load current iL is shown. It can be seen in 
figure 5(a) that the output of the converter is controlled to 
300V. Figure 5(b) shows the unity power factor. From figure 
5(b) we can find that the phase voltage and the phase current 
are'almost in the same phase, which guarantees the unity 
power factor. (Note in figure 5(b) a-phase voltage is divided 
by a proper constant 20 in order to compare clearly with a- 
phase current). Figure 5(c) displays the three-phase input 
currents. In figure 5(d), A-phase current in one cycle and its 
fundamental current waveform is shown. We calculate the 
total harmonic distortion (THD) fiom it, which is 29.6% 
(Fourier series n is equal to 6 10). 

Figure 6 shows the output voltage, input voltage and 
currents, etc., for the load current changing ftom 0.5A to 1A. 

250 IF== 
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8 

Time (s) 

Fig.5 (a) Output voltage (iL=O.SA) 
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Fig. 5 (b) A-phase current and a-phase input voltage 
(i,=OSA) 
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Fig.5 (c) Three-phase input currents (ir=O.SA) 
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Fig.6 (b) A-phase current and a-phase input voltage 
(iL=lA) 
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Fig.5 (c) iu and its fundamental current waveform 
( i ~ 9 . 5 4  THD=O.47%) 
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Fig.6 (a) Output voltage (iL=IA) 
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Fig.6 (d) iu and its fundamental current waveform 
(iL=l4 THD=O.Sl%) 
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3 

Adaptive 
B-spline 
Boost 

We can see the system also guarantees the unity power factor 
and the expected output voltage. When the load current 
increases, the harmonics in the input sinusoidal current also 
increase. The total harmonic distortion calculated now is 
13.4%. The distortion will decrease as the output power 
increase. The output power in this simulation is 150W. The 
fmal version of the system is expected to be 3kW. The THD 
will decrease accordingly. 

Current Boost 
mode Modular 
controlled Approach 
Boost 

V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER AC-DC 
CONVERTERS 

3-phase balance 
Low frequency 
harmonics 
Stability against 

Good Good Fair 
Good Fair Fair 

Good Fair Fair 

I full-bridge I 

circuit parameter 

ower converter 

Maintenance 

It can be seen that in general the adaptive B-spline method 
has an advantage of using advanced control method and still 
using the classical approach of topology. It has the advantage 
of good 3-phase balance because of the adaptive control 
method it is using. Hence the low frequency harmonics and 
stability are very good. The interfacing with other converter 
system is undertaken by using DSP control. The component 
count is small hence it has a better reliability. For the future 
development, the DSP can generate other input and output 
digital signals for more complex control such as modifying 
into a resonant circuit. The maintenance to circuitry is harder 
because the three circuit phases are usually in close proximity 
however the control parameters can be easily be changed 
using DSP programming, whereas the modular approach has 
an advantage of hardware maintenance because it consists of 
three exactly equal single-phase systems. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed adaptive B-spline network control for three- 
phase P W M  AC-DC voltage source converter has been 
described and verified by computer simulation. We can see 
from the simulation results that the system with the proposed 
control method has a stable operation at various load 
conditions. It draws nearly sine wave current fiom the utility 
line with unity power factor. 

It is a new application using neural network control for 
converter, so there are still many problems in practical 
applications. This is also our future’s investigation. However 
we deeply believe that as a new control method neural 
network can be used well for converters in the future. 
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